
 

 

UCA Synod of Victoria and Tasmania 

Key Results from Culture Survey 2015 

Background 

An online survey was conducted earlier this year in February and March to understand the Uniting 

Church’s existing and desired culture within the Synod of Victoria and Tasmania – through the lens 

of the Church’s values and behaviours.  

The Major Strategic Review (MSR) has been tasked to advise the Synod on its vision, plans and 

sustainability into the future. The vision articulates where we want to be, plans are how we 

recommend getting there, and our culture guides what we need to value to help us get there.  

The survey findings have captured insights into our life together as a Church across the Synod. 

Survey method 

The survey was open to all those involved with any aspect of the Church in Victoria and Tasmania. 

Over 1,000 responses were received with all demographic groups within the church community 

represented. To aid accessibility, paper versions were available upon request and translated versions 

(Indonesian, Korean, Chinese and Vietnamese) were available online.   

Age Group Number of 

Responses 

 Response by  

Lay/Ordained 

Number of 

Responses 

<44 134  Lay 806 

45> 921  Ordained 249 

    

Years of Involvement 

with the Church 

Number of 

Responses 

 Geographical  

Spread 

Number of 

Responses 

< 10 years 344  Rural 294 

> 11 years 199  Regional 230 

> 20 years 512  Metropolitan 531 

 

Participants were presented with 80 to 100 values and were asked to select the 10 values that 

represented their response to three questions: 

 What do you personally value? 
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 What in your experience best describes how the Church currently operates? 

 What values do you believe are essential for the Church to reach its highest potential? 

The responses were reported in aggregated form. No individual responses were identifiable or 

available to the MSR or other UCA representative.  

The Results 

Overall results – Uniting Church in Australia: Synod of Victoria and Tasmania 

The values that are held to be most important to the people of the Synod were collected and 

analysed across three areas:  

 personally held values 

 the current culture of the church 

 the values needed to support the desired future direction.  

The top personal value is caring with a strong focus on finding life’s mission and meaning. 

The top value within the current culture is justice/social justice. This is also a principal which is 

important for the future. Energy is focused on selfless support for the common good.  

The top value for the desired future direction of the Synod is accountability, which indicates a strong 

focus on participation, on-going improvement and continuous renewal. 

Personal values 

In more detail, the personal values of the people across the Synod show that they demonstrate: 

 Considerate, authentic and attentive exchanges with others 

 Principled and just actions 

 Making a positive impact on those around them 

 Dedication and ownership in their endeavours 

 Appreciation for their closest connections. 

The top personal value is caring, with a concentration of responses indicating that people are 

focused on finding life’s mission and meaning. 

Current culture of the Synod 

The current culture of the Synod and our life together as a Church is driven by values that promote: 

 Supporting equal privileges for all people 

 Giving back to others and showing understanding, especially with the local community 

 Aligning the Synod’s goals with its practices. 

The top value is justice/social justice, a principle which participants believe remains important for 

the future. Energy is focused on selfless support for the common good, although overall, the most 

positive focus is actually on transformation indicating that much of our energy is currently devoted 

to individual participation, renewal and development. 
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Within the current culture, the analysis of responses identified three areas that have been 

highlighted for attention: bureaucracy, confusion and hierarchy: 

 Bureaucracy can be a form of control. Too much bureaucracy can block creativity and 

innovation, and may erode accountability and trust. Bureaucracy can lead to ineffectiveness. 

 Confusion tends to result from a lack of understanding or clear direction. It can lead to 

wasted effort and frustration. 

 Hierarchy can become a concern when position dictates the quality and degree of 

communication for all involved. Power and status can become the focal points. This situation 

can lead to empire building. 

Cultural values desired by the church 

The ‘desired culture’ values reflect what participants believe to be important attributes for the 

Church’s future. These values provide:  

 insights into the direction that people want the organisation to take 

 possible antidotes to current issues 

 values that need strengthening. 

The framework used to analyse the data indicates that people have a strong level of confidence in 

the current direction of the organisation towards social justice and compassion, and want to see this 

direction maintained, while requesting some new values that will help to improve how we work 

together to achieve our common goals. 

Key themes emerging are: 

 People taking ownership of their actions and being supported to show resourcefulness in 

their endeavours 

 Enhancing the capabilities and insightful guidance of the Church’s leaders 

 Exploring deeper meaning and devotion to God 

 Continued focus on supporting equal privileges for all and showing understanding towards 

others 

 Sustained efforts to give back to the community and align goals with practices. 

Six of the top ten desired values do not appear in the top ten current values indicating that 

respondents would like to see a stronger emphasis on these by the church: 

 Accountability 

 Encouraging/nurturing initiative 

 Discipleship 

 Theologically reflective 

 Leadership development  

 Wise stewardship 

The attributes that the church currently experiences now and strongly wants to see maintained and 

supported into the future were: 

 Justice/social justice 
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 Community outreach 

 Focus on mission 

 Compassion 

Cross matched values 

Two values appear across all three categories of personal, current and desired responses: 

 Compassion 

 Justice/social justice 

These are the values that people have identified as important in their daily lives which they currently 

experience in the Church and desire to see continue.  

Key recommendations 

Build on key strengths 

A key strength of the Synod of Victoria and Tasmania is that individuals personally bring compassion 

and a focus on justice/social justice to their involvement with the Church, and see these values in 

the current culture and would like to retain them in the future. 

Take action and provide opportunities for people to be part of making change happen 

The values within the desired future direction indicate that there is a call for accountability, 

leadership development and wise stewardship. 

The focus of responses in both the current culture and desired future direction is in the area of 

transformation, indicating that participants want to see change, are very willing to be part of change 

and would value the opportunity to shape and contribute to make positive change happen and are 

ready to accept change. 

The results highlight that people seek: 

 Leaders who are openly engaged in their own development 

 Leaders who can coach and guide others with wisdom and broad insights 

 Alignment in goals and practices in support of devotion to God 

 Greater cohesion and devotion, including improving the way people behave and interact 

with one another 

 Increased understanding and openness about the purpose of, and outcomes expected from, 

various initiatives 

 Participants want to build a Church which works to leave a positive legacy. 

It will be important to continue to reach out to local society, striving to ensure that all people are 

treated fairly and are shown a deep level of empathy and understanding, including the way people 

treat each other within the Church. 

The participants would like to see people fulfil their obligations and be able to operate more flexibly, 

acting in accordance with their principles. 

The results represent a call for the Church to increase positive focus on operational needs, on 

personal qualities and on the way in which people interact with one another. 
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Supporting the work of the Church  

The analysis reveals there is little or no energy within the Church for values which relate to a firm 

foundation from which to operate (financial viability, supportive relationships, achieving excellence). 

It is important to question whether these areas are already well addressed and hence are not top of 

mind for people, or whether they are ‘blind spots’ or gaps for the Church that need addressing. 

Next steps 

The survey analysis report was provided to MSR and its findings will inform the MSR’s final report. 

The results have also been shared with the Synod Standing Committee, the Centre for Theology and 

Ministry and the senior leadership team for synod-based ministries and operations, to help support 

the development of future training, leadership programs and strategic planning. 
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Appendix 

Background to survey and analysis 

The MSR selected an established survey from The Barrett Values Centre. The Barrett’s survey is 

based on Maslow’s hierarchy of needs and is a globally recognised approach to assessing an 

organisation’s culture. The Barrett Values Centre hosted the survey, collected and aggregated the 

data, ensuring privacy, anonymity and independence.  

The Barrett Values Centre provided the aggregated data to Leadership Talent Australia (LTA), who 

analysed the data using the Barrett values framework for cultural assessment, identifying key 

themes and trends. LTA is a company with experience of similar assessments with faith-based 

organisations. The framework used has been used with employees in hundreds of organisations in 

Australia and New Zealand and across many countries in Asia.  

The subsequent report from Leadership Talent Australia was received by the MSR in April 2015.  

 


